
The Big Questions March 2023

The Big Questions is the Foyer Federation’s bi-annual survey on young people living in our
member Foyers/supported accommodation services. We received 175 responses from 25
Foyers, increased from 124 responses from 14 Foyers previously.

The responses come from Aberdeen Foyer, Basingstoke YMCA, Bath Foyer, Blackburn with
Darwen Foyer, Braintree Foyer, Bridge Foyer, CHADD On-Route Foyer, Coops Foyer, Crewe
YMCA, Crouch End YMCA, Derbyshire YMCA, Doncaster Foyer, Dove Cott, Eden Rural Foyer,
LandAid House, Milton Keynes YMCA, Monarch Court YMCA, Ravenhead Foyer, Salford
Foyer, Sheffield Foyer, South Lakes Foyer, Swan House, Verve Place, Wiltshire Foyer and
Worthing Foyer.

1. We want to influence decision makers to improve the systems that affect young people.
What are the three biggest challenges facing young people today?

Spring 2023 Summer 2022 Autumn 2021

Cost of living 75% ↑ 31% -

Mental health 68% ↓ 77% 83%

Housing 38% ↓ 44.5% 29%

Employment 27% ↓ 35.5% 41%

Relationships 13% ↓ 14% -

Violence and abuse 11.5% ↓ 12% 14%

Cost of living is the biggest concern for the first time. The following three challenges remain
in the same order as before. Relationships have become a bigger concern – from ninth in the
list to fifth.

2. What do you think is positive for young people right now?

Spring 2023 Summer 2022 Autumn 2021

Education 12.5% ↑ 8.5% 11%

Family and friends 12.5% – 12.5% 10%

Employment 10% ↓ 12.5% 7%

Support 10% ↑ 8.5% 2%

Nothing 10% ↑ 9.3% 13%



Hobbies and
activities

9% ↑ - 7%

4% of responses mentioned feeling positive about their generation sparking change and
tackling the difficult problems previous generations have not solved.

The responses to this question are submitted through a free text box. We have grouped the
responses above to identify trends, and you can find each response in full in the appendix.

3. What do you think is worrying for young people right now?

Spring 2023 Summer 2022 Autumn 2021

Cost of living 37% ↓ 44.5% 8.5%

Mental health 13% ↓ 17.5% 17.5%

Housing 7% ↓ 10% 8%

Employment 6% ↑ 5.5% 6%

Violent crime 6% ↑ 5.5% 10%

Social media 3% ↓ 8% 4.5%

Other worries young people shared included current events (the Russian war in Ukraine, the
current government and politicians, the erosion of trans rights), concerns around the
advances in tech and AI, and finding it difficult to know which offers of help are genuine and
which are ‘box ticking’ or not trustworthy.

The responses to this question are submitted through a free text box. We have grouped the
responses above to identify trends, and you can find each response in full in the appendix.

4. What gives you a sense of purpose in your life?

Spring 2023

Friends and family 27.5%

Their children 15.7%

Employment 6.8%

Helping others 6.8%

Education 4.9%

A hobby or interest 4.9%



Romantic relationship 4.4%

Goals and aspirations 3.9%

Only 3.4% of young people couldn’t name anything that gives them purpose. Other responses
included nature, plants, animals/pets, the after life, and helping the planet. This is the first
time we’ve asked this question in this survey.

The responses to this question are submitted through a free text box. We have grouped the
responses above to identify trends, and you can find each response in full in the appendix.

5. How would you rate your Foyer's ability to help you progress in these areas?

6. What are your hopes and ambitions for the future?

Spring 2023

Career-related goals 24.4%



Having their own
home

17.4%

Financial stability 7.4%

Stability 5.2%

Travel or live abroad 4.4%

Go to university 4.4%

Although the individual responses were all very unique and spoke to the different
personalities of each young person, there were three key themes: independence, stability and
freedom. The majority of responses included an ambition to have a chosen career or their
own home, showing a desire to be independent. The word ‘stability’ was used several times
in relation to finances, home life and the future of young people’s own children. We also saw
lots of responses about learning to drive, travelling, owning a business and being free of
mental health worries – after covid, it seems like people are excited to explore possibilities!

The responses to this question are submitted through a free text box. We have grouped the
responses above to identify trends, and you can find each response in full in the appendix.

7. How well does your Foyer listen to what you think?



92% of young people feel confident to tell staff what they think – consistent with the
previous survey. However, the number that report change either being rare or taking a long
time has grown from 24% to 37%. 55% see action being taken on their views quickly – down
from 68% previously.

It’s important to note here that the Foyers represented in this survey is much larger and more
diverse than the previous survey, in which nearly 80% of responding Foyers was either an
Investor member, a Youth Power Fund grant recipient, or both. This time, 56% are from that
group – a significantly smaller proportion.

The data here suggests there could be benefits in more Foyers exploring their listening
practices and firming up their feedback loops with young people, as well as involving young
people in more decision making and leadership in their service.

8. How would you most like to make your voice heard or offer help in your Foyer?

Spring 2023 Summer 2022 Autumn 2021

Talking to staff 64.7% ↑ 58.8% 53%

Resident rep
meetings

31.1% ↑ 17.7% 28%

Open door sessions
by managers

28.1% ↑ 11.3% 15%

Suggestion boxes 27.5% ↑ 25.8% 22%

Emailing staff 24.6% ↑ 16.1% 19%

Surveys 24% ↑ 18.5% 21%

An online forum or
app

19.8% ↓ 20.9% 10%

Speaking to a
resident rep

18.6% ↑ 5.6% 13%

Other 3% –

The ‘other’ responses are:
● Group meetings like the current our voice meetings
● Group meetings
● Could do with knowing when activities are happening
● more confidence in myself
● Residents having meetings with senior managers to voice their concerns

All options have increased, which points to a general increase in young people wanting to be
involved in making change happen. Talking to staff remains the most popular way to do this,



while using an app is the only method to have gone slightly down, possibly a sign of people
preferring direct, in-person contact following the covid years.

‘Resident rep meetings’ has increased fairly significantly, perhaps reflecting a return to this kind
of engagement after the pandemic. However, the fact that speaking to individual resident reps is
the least popular choice highlights the importance of building trust between young people and
reflecting on the impact of giving responsibility to some young people but not all. We will add
‘group meetings’ to the survey next time to reflect a flatter power structure against the potential
perceived power imbalance when some young people are resident reps.

9. How much would you like to be involved in leadership in your Foyer?

Spring 2023 Summer 2022 Autumn 2021

I would like to contribute my ideas
through a survey or conversations from
time to time

33.7% ↓ 41.2% 21.1%

I would like to be part of a small group
of young people committed to leading
change

29.1% ↑ 13.5% 14.6%

I would like to be invited to decision
making meetings with staff

26.3% ↑ 15.1% 15.4%

I would like to contribute my ideas in
group sessions without committing
long-term

26.3% ↑ 18.2% 9.7%

I don't want to share my ideas 18.3% ↓ 23.8% 26%

I would like to be given specific
responsibilities/roles in the Foyer, eg
interviewing new staff

17.7% ↑ 11.9% 13%

Other 4% – –

It’s very positive to see that 81.7% of young people who responded are interested in shaping
their service in some way. This shows there’s huge potential for increasing youth leadership
across the network.

It’s also encouraging to see a trend towards leadership and decision-making opportunities
that require deeper engagement, like being part of a small group of young leaders and being
involved in staff meetings. Responding to surveys or having one-off conversations has
decreased in favour, though it is overall still the most popular option. This highlights the
value in having a range of ways for young people to get involved, ideally covering the
spectrum of the ladder of participation and factoring in different levels of time available,
areas of interest and level of confidence.



10. How confident do you feel speaking up about the issues you care about?
Score of 6.8 out of 10 on average.

11. How confident do you feel taking action about the issues you care about?
Score of 6.7 out of 10 on average.

Questions 10 and 11 highlight the importance of developing communication, storytelling and
community organising skills, and providing opportunities for young people to get involved in
making change happen within their communities.

12. How positive do you feel about the future?
Score of 6.5 out of 10 on average, up slightly from 6.24 out of 10 last time.

13. What three words best sum up your feelings about the future?

14. How likely do you think it is that you will achieve your ambitions in life?
Average score of 6.8 out of 10 , up slightly from 6.7 out of 10 last time.



Diversity and inclusion

Age

There is a good range of
ages represented in the
group. Around 11% are
under 18, around a third
between 18-19, and
another third aged
20-22.

There’s been an
increase in the number
of Foyer residents
responding aged over
25 – perhaps reflecting
a lack of move-on

options for young people beyond the typical Foyer age bracket, and a need for the kind of
support a Foyer offers beyond the somewhat arbitrary cutoff age of 25.

Ethnicity
81% of young people described themselves as white. The next largest groups represented
are Black and mixed ethnicity (both 7.2%).

Nationality
89.9% of young people who responded are British nationals. Two Spanish young people
responded, and one young person of each of the following nationalities: Afghan, Brazilian,
Congolese, Dominican, Eritrean, Irish, Jamaican, Kurdish, Nicaraguan, Pakistani, Polish,
Somalian, Thai and Yemeni.

Sexuality
70.5% of young people described themselves as heterosexual and 27.9% are LGBTQ+ with
identities including bisexual, pansexual, homosexual and queer. This is higher than the
national average of 10.6%. Just over 1% are undecided.

Gender
51.2% of respondents are female, 46.9% male and 1.8% non-binary, with four young people
describing themselves as being transgender. This is in line with the national average, though
we did not explicitly ask young people whether or not they are trans- or cisgender. Only four
chose to share this information.

Religion or belief



63.8% of respondents have no religious belief, and 3.8% are agnostic. 14.1% are Christian,
5.8% are Muslim, 4.5% are spiritual. Buddhists, Catholics and Satanists make up 1.2% each,
and Jedis, Humanists, Marxists and Wiccans make up around 0.6% each.

Disability
33.5% of respondents reported that they consider themselves to have a disability. 35.9%
have a mental health disability, 17.6% have a learning disability and 11.8% have a physical
disability. 18.8% have more than one disability.



Appendix

Question 2: full text responses

a lot of traineeships and
apprenticeships

Being active, having
good friends and family

more awareness about
mental health

More training and
education

Access to the nhs Exercise going out apprenticeships and jobs

Socialising I have a new job Social time To study

Freedom of information,
acceptance of sexuality
and understanding

There are so many
opportunities for young
people to take nowadays

The opportunities with
everything as the world
is developing

A bigger sense of
community due to social
media

job opportunities Advanced technology Friends, family boyfriend

Having their friends or
family

The help we are getting
from Swan

Potential to have a good
future

Summer and social
integrations

I can’t think anything
about young people but I
can say that something
positive to me has been
the support I’ve been
having since I escaped
my previous home

A lot more knowledge and support for mental health
is being shared on popular social media platforms to
inform people who either have or don’t have mental
health on what it’s like with different mental health
conditions or how to cope and deal with them in
better ways and how to help someone who is dealing
with mental health

Parents, carers and
families having the
primary responsibility
and influence to nurture
young people through to
adulthood

The weather Nearly summer Opportunities for work education

Friends and family social relationships family Education and prospects

My generation are
speaking out on topics
that other people are too
scared to speak about.

Having supportive
friends and the ability to
communicate their
emotions

young people can
change the world as we
are being listened to
more

Able to do what we
wanna do with are live
then treat us like
children's

Andrew Tate being a top
g

behaviour through
support

Having their friends and
family around

internet access to the
world

young people are getting
more education and
working opportunities

free social groups and
activities and mental
health support

They are still free and
can still make memories
for themselves

Young people can gather
together and fight for
what they really want

Not much Education To start work Education

Relationship The people around us Uni Nothing

job opportunities Education Freedom Support from services

We have time on our
side

Family and friends,
staying active

more opportunities with
work and housing

Having something to
work towards

Opportunity Nothing People who help others Taking stands together

Friends and support
network

Available networks and
support

Helping out the young
people found their place

Having close friends in
the building



Art Education Activities Opportunities

Positive reinforcement,
encouragement and
support to help them
succeed in education,
career pathways and life
goals

Parents, carers and
families having the
primary responsibility
and influence to nurture
young people through to
adulthood

I think a positive thing for
young people is the
small communities
coming together against
racism/homophobic
behaviour

Educational access,
support for housing and
mental health awareness

more access to things
that can possibly help
mental health, different
types of programmes
that are able to give
young people access to
education or more
information on what they
need to help them

Unfortunately nothing is
really positive as the cost
of living is high and the
moment and there is not
much support when it
comes to housing
unfortunately.

The positive thing for young people at the moment is
to stop all the violence crime. Accommodation to be
able to help the young people who are homeless due
to change of circumstances and get them into a
secure home. Education,Work/training. Having
enough resources that can help stimulate/Entertain
the young people ect;The youth centre.

Nothing, young people
have a lack of motivation
and as such are getting
lazy

one thing is good young
people getting long life
insurance to stay until
they become stables

There are lots of
communities and groups
to help support young
people

opportunities for jobs,
more support benefits
wise, get to have a voice
in the groups etc

Help from people to
achieve goals

having supported
housing

Football and the
grassroots system

Support - no covid,
friends, events

Equality nothing Friends and family Their future

Fitness, inspiration and
diversity

The way the rights
movement is going

Being in a safe
community

having the right people
around

Family friends Nothing Job opportunities

Having a support
network and aftercare

Learning to be
independent

Sports activities - should
all be free

Employment and
education

Nothing If a mother, their children i feel happy sometimes education

Socialising and having
people around to talk to.
Also having the freedom
to do what you enjoy

We’re all healing
traumas from
generations before
breaking generational
trauma

The fact if you're on
benefits they give you
extra payments
throughout the year

Employment for young
people, access to
education, physical
health

social media education Having people they trust future

Booming computing
industry for the intelligent
few to do well

The help from the council
to keep young people
from being homeless

Opportunities available
to YP e.g., volunteering
in the YMCA cafe

Ease of access to
communication devices
and tools

Gym Education disciplined sports being listening

Nothing except free
education

We get cheaper bus
tickets

freedom of speech,
opportunity

Being around people and
out of the house

Good support network Not much Free access to education Have free choice



A lot more things to do Equality and diversity jobs Socialisation

Employment Get my own house positive mindset My son

School and education Music friends Nothing

We should all celebrate
our individuality and not
be embarrassed or
ashamed of it

There is more support for
young people to get
where they need to be in
life

There has been an
increase in the services
available to young
people

There is always
something to forward too
eg. Seeing family

employment,
apprenticeships

Help with cost of living is
being looked into

thoughts of a brighter
future

They have somewhere to
get off the streets

socialising Nothing Employment support, friendship

Socialisation Activities Positive socialisation My son

Plenty of job
opportunities

Family, friends, keeping
active

Interacting with other
young people since covid

being able to have own
opinions

employment possibilities college course Help from church n/a

Question 3: full text responses

Adulthood - paying bills
and stuff like that

Don't be able to live are
life

lack of money and
mental health

What they want to do in
life

future employment Work and cost of living Nuclear war Mental health + money

Money Cost of living High rent costs Money and housing

I definitely think cost of living is causing a lot of
young people a lot of worry and stress because it
doesn’t just affect the money side of things it can
affect relationships of all kinds and add a lot more
stress onto their life when the problem is all about
money and how much everything has went up in
price

We have no money, organisations such as ymca have
no care for our life and wellbeing and only care about
money. If we work we have to pay extortionate rent
which is meant to be for homeless people if we don’t
work we cannot move out both ways there is not
enough money to save

high rent. cost of living,
mental health

the news the war and
future prospects

Getting a job, cost of
living and mental health

Wars and declining
health of planet

Money situations Cost of living Mental health The increase of money

Doing nothing Mental health Cost of living Future

knife crime, drugs and
money

not being able to get on
property ladder

Finding work and a place
to live

mental health and worry
about money

mental health Future Cost of living, money Cost of living

Cost of living, loneliness,
mental health, struggle
finding themselves

Economical and
environment
complications

being misled by things
we see on social media
and by the media

The affordability of
everything rising yet
people's money doesn't



cost of living crisis Life, bills, tomorrow High rent money

Money cost of living crisis Housing and jobs war

Mental health,
privatisation of health
care, and current political
decisions and policies

Cost of living: It is very expensive for young people to
move on from placements and to take the next step
to live independently. It is important that we give
young people the tools they need to succeed

cost of living, can't afford
to life well and can't
afford to move on to our
own properties

Ignorant politicians Without peace Money Poverty

Whatever the mass
media pumps out to fear
monger

ignorant politicians
refusing to acknowledge
the needs of the public

I think the main worry
right now, would be the
cost of living crisis

lack of mental health an
young person support,
housing etc

Smokin The streets are terrifying Knife crime Money / cost of living

Nothing. Majority of
young people have
nothing to worry about
as everything is handed
to us on a silver platter

The future. Cost of
things rising. Social
media. Climate change
and the world being
treated badly

Mental health, relationship and how to manage them,
having and maintaining a job, what job to have as a
career, trauma from past experiences and how to
handle them what help to seek (to some of us),
self-image

Some common teenage
issues are schoolwork,
bullying and body image

If we will have a roof over
our head in the future
and if there will be a
change

Mental health,
depression addiction to
substance and
motivation

currently the cost of
living could be a
potential worry for some
young people

cost of living and not
being able to survive

Having a place to live
and cost of living

The lack of knowledge to
accessibility

Housing , employment
and mental health

A.I. Cost of living crisis Cost of living Housing

Money and moving out Cost of living Cost of living Drugs and alcohol

Everything is becoming
more expensive, people
are becoming more
divided. It's hard to see
who really wants to help
or they're just trying to
tick boxes

The younger generation
is worrying as there is a
lot more exploitation and
gang crime. There is also
a lot of pressure in
regards to social media

We’re all traumatised and
no one listens and there’s
a whole system set up to
pretend to care and help
you but no one does in
reality

Artificial intelligence
uprising and the fact that
it could genuinely
destroy jobs in the
creative field, especially
conceptual art and
design.

Cost of living and rent Violent crimes Cost of living knife crime and violence

employment, cost of
living

cost of living,
homelessness

The shambles of the
state of the government

people not caring the
issues we face

biodiversity crisis Cost of living Cost of living crisis Anxiety and depression

Cost of living crisis future Money Knife crime

Bad young people
around them

Not a lot of employment
opportunities

Money, employment and
education

Being alone with no
support

mental health, this is a lack of money and cost How they’re going to Technology - making



priority. Especially within
the YMCA.

of everything going up
daily

survive the next few
years

people lazy and
compliant

The YMCA Prices rising Cost of living Knife crime

Cost of living Walking on streets alone costs Gang violence

mental health and lack of
money

violence, kids being
bored

The government is a
worry

cost of living and being
able to live

Smoking Mental health Drugs Money, mental health

Mental health as in like feeling like you’re alone or not
having anyone there. Scared to tell someone they’re
struggling

The worrying thing at the moment is the
violence/crime with Knives and guns. The way most
of the young people act in the community/country

Cost of living Cost of living Cost of living increasing Money and lack of it

No idea Money stresses Laziness Cost of living

mental health due to
social media

lack of mental health
support and money

Cost of living and
unemployment

Climate change and job
stability

Money situation because
everything is becoming
expensive

the social and economic
situation of the world at
the moment

The climate, mental
health basically
everything

Social media and how it
affects mental health
with most young people

Share house Cost of living and help Prices rising Mental health

Mental health The amount of crimes Money rent

The bad thing is any young people is married and
their wife is back home and the person is living in
single hostel can’t get apply for wife to bring here
because of house . It’s going to be worrying for a
young people

Having to pay rent in a hostel such as YMCA,
especially with rent being so excessively high (higher
than some private renting) - And for the rent team to
keep quiet and not help out when young people are in
arrears

Mental health The cost of living money Everything

Extra stress on life Housing Cost of living Mental health services

employment climate Money (cost of living) Money struggles

Expenses (cost of living) Cost of living The trans bill social media and how
they need to be and act

cost of living is
preventing people move
on positively

Money, mental health
access

Negative influences from
other young people

Cost of living and
housing

Question 4: full text responses

working and
relationships

I don’t know, making
others happy?

becoming a dad and my
relationship

Looking out for my
nephew



My son Exercise My son My family

Friends and family friends My child Support

My daughter Friends Relationship and uni Friends and family

My son My daughter Family My pets

My mum My child My work and friends Helping others

Knowing that at a certain
point I will be
comfortable with where I
am in life and who I am
as a person

I’m currently 31 weeks pregnant and I didn’t have
any purpose before falling pregnant so now I’m
responsible for another human it has given me a lot
of purpose to look after myself to be able to look after
my baby

The fact that there is so
much more out there,
there’s so much I haven’t
seen or experienced, the
world is so big

music and my career My family Seeing my brother My nieces and nephews

Family and friends Bricklaying School work Peace and health

gaming and going to
university

My animals, the people
around me

Having qualifications and
being successful

family and friends and
applying for the army

Money > more The energy Family in a way Going to uni

looking after other
people and animals

My child gives great
purpose in life

Mainly knowing that I
have a shift at work

being with my dog and
friends

Education and home Enjoy life Family and friends My family and cat

progression makes me
happy

I can't answer that. I'm
still figuring it out

hopes and dreams for
the future in my career

Making a difference in
my life

Social networks My mum Helping people Family

The people around me
and the better
relationship with my
family

i give myself purpose by
having dreams and goals
i want to achieve for
myself

Be able to do more
things with our children's
and involved them a bit
more in activities

Hope that things will get
better and that I'll be able
to broaden one's
horizons

Partner, family Helping others Purpose (personal) Family

Art Performing – dance Family My daughter

knowing i’m able to help
other young people with
my experiences in life

To have a roof over my
head and be able to
afford it like most

The fact that I'm doing a lot better in terms of
education than anyone I know, or anyone in my
family. My intelligence and charisma gives me worth

Goals My daughter Education and works Gym, sewing

Being a positive and
supportive person for
your loved ones

Higher education
because you can access
to a better job post

Some of my friends, my need to feel useful (actually,
my need to not feel useless), some of my passions I
guess and curiosity in general

My daughter My kids friends work

the people that support
me to do better

cooking, helping the
planet friendships

Helping others and
animals

Making a stable life for
my children



Evolution aims
achievements. I am
motivated to accomplish
things that my parents
couldn’t do

My baby, having a
routine, having people
around me I know I can
have support from

Being able to know that I can help as I can where I’m
staying at the moment with my accommodation move
on gives me a sense of purpose in my life knowing
that it won't be too long to go for me and I will be
moved from hostel to a new place that I can finally
call my home.

Animals My son Nothing really Having a social life

My daughter Family Partner Cousins

Family, friendships My child Family My friend

My child My sisters and nephew n/a Life

my friends and partner My daughter My baby My daughter

Having people to take
care of

Things I'm passionate
about

Doing my pageants and
being part of Endeavour

Future's looking up –
positive

My daughter boyfriend and work Dream My friends and family

My relationship gives me
a purpose, it means I am
loved

getting a flat and getting
help with my mental
health

Knowing that I won’t be
where I am forever and
change is imminent

being pregnant and
looking forward to my
baby

Job Being a parent Helping people Work

My friends My partner Belief in myself Family

My work The after life I aspire to be someone Finish my education

My friends and
community

Doing things towards my
future

Friends and work making
people happy

looking forward to my
own place

My son My child Friends and family My education

My son My family Family and friends Nothing

My family especially my parents if it wasn’t for them I
think life would be pretty dull

having a balanced life,
home, finances and
friends

my volunteering with
people in need

My education and my
plants

My family and work I put
into things

living my dream,
motivation

I enjoy being outdoors
with nature

Helping others My daughter Employment Earning a living

YMCA people Family My family and friends

My weekly active
cumbria

Family and friends My son Friends

Money, family Feeling needed My girlfriend My son always

Question 6: full text responses



to finish training and be
fully qualified electrician

To have a place to call
home permanently

Buy a house, write a
book

to move into my own
place as a family

A happy family be successful in work to have my own home Be successful

to work and have my
own family

Getting a job and having
a stable home

get my own place and
start work

Criminology and
psychology

To be happy to wake up
every morning, feeling
full of passionate and
comfortable

I want to learn a variety of languages, maybe have a
small business in the future, travel more, make more
connections professionally and personally, have
more confidence

To obtain a purpose in
life and to have
somewhere secure to
live

independence To manage living To own a business to have my own flat

To have enough money
to never worry about
money

To have a stable life and
not have to worry about
anything

I want to complete
college, go to uni and
become a firefighter

Having my own place to
live and having
qualifications

Work full time and
eventually buy my home
for me and my daughter
so we have a Forever
home

to be happy and
successful and travel to
as many places i can
and experience new
things

I hope that one day I’ll finally be on the right
medication to be mentally and physically get better
so that I can get rid of all the extra services and
support I don’t want but need currently so I can live a
free happy life

University and then
hopefully a good job

To have a place of my
own

I wish to move on and
start life

to become a professional
musician

Work full time and
eventually buy my home
for me and my daughter
so we have a forever
home

My hope is to have a
good health and my
ambition is that I want to
complete my education
and to find a better job

Become successful,
home with my baby,
driving, holidays, stable
job as an engineer,
stable income

To have good education
earning good income
and having a forever
home for me and my
child

to get a care job live independently Pro bricklayer I would like to be nurse

To live and be true to
myself

Go to uni get my degree
then work in media

to become a piercer, to
do nice things for people

join the army and be a
soldier

I would like to achieve a
career in nursing or
working within an area of
the NHS

To get myself a flat and
have a good job.
Preferably working with
animals

To have my own place
and going into tattoo
designs or character
design in university

I want to live and travel
abroad, live on my own,
work, have fun, work with
kids

self-employed builder,
buy my flat in due time

to create something
positive

find a job positive move
on from the foyer

To have my own house,
family and a stable job

Have a good job Self employed Get training Travel

To get my forever home ,
to be driving, getting
back into education

My main long term future
goal is to one day own,
my own restaurant

I hope to be able to finish
my degree and have a
home and learn to drive

Just to get on with life
without people's hold us
back

to have good health Independence + work Financially independent Get a job and move out

to be secure in general
to have a home and be
financially secure

Help pave the way for
the young people of
tomorrow

I want to go to university
and have my own
fashion brand

I would like my artwork to
have recognition. Maybe
a tattoo career.



To have my own place to
call home

To not have to worry
about bills

Be happy, have a family,
have a good job

to be in armed police in
the future

Move out, get a job, get
a dog

Rent my own and
consistent work

Progress in my career
and travel

Become a professional
dancer

Good health and
financial stability

To be better and making
other people happy

To be an independent
artist

To go to uni and own my
own business

To get housed I want to race in motogp Normal work and pay become an actor

to be able to progress
with my education and
employment

Creating a healthy and
happy home for me and
my daughter

To have bought my own
home and earning a
good income

To be able to have my
own place and
independence

New opportunities for
work

want to be a successful
chef, stocks and shares

to be self sufficient and
work with animals

get my own place and
learn to drive

I want save enough to
buy a house and I want
to explore more
financially secure

Going to university and
being able to make a life
that I am proud to be
living

To have a permanent home with my daughter. Have
a good job to provide well for me and my daughter
and to be comfortable and be able to afford nice days
out, holidays etc

I want a job and a place
to call my own I can be
proud of

To be with my family in
the mountains away from
the world

To be happy, healthy and
in a good housing
situation

To be able to own a
campervan and travel
the world

To be financially stable Be a good nurse get a good job Get out of YMCA

Get a job, somewhere I
can call home

To move away and have
a good job

Get a job and have my
own home

I hope to have a stable
and happy home

To be happy and have
my own flat

to get my own home and
work

to have my own house
and family, be happy

to find out my diagnosis
and have a good flat

n/a God knows Good job and to drive start own business

To go to Loughborough University, which is the
seventh best in the UK according to the University
League Table; a reputable source. I want to become
a product/industrial designer at a major technology
company such as Microsoft or Apple Computer

To become financially
stable enough to care of
my immediate family and
my own family so no one
needs to stress
financially anymore

I want to pursue an
academic career at
university and have a
career in forensic
psychology

To travel the world to
learn and experience
different cultures

To be financially secure
and living somewhere
nice with my partner

Personal development
and creating personal
business

Stay alive, move into my
own accommodation, get
a job, be stable

Big dreams To get my own house Testing beds for hotels happiness, job, security

Get more experience to
support young people

To be with my partner in
our own home

To receive the correct
information

to have my own family,
and peace of mind

Really want to change
the view of pageants, not
just toddlers and tiaras,
all inclusive for everyone

Honestly I don’t know but
what I do know is
whatever I’m doing I be
happy nonetheless

To get mental health
support and have my
own home

To be moved out of
Basildon & have a job
when my son goes to
nursery



Getting a job in the
telecommunications
industry

To go to college, get a
full time job and live my
life to the fullest

have a happy life,
healthy baby and good
home

For things to decrease in
price and for more job
opportunities

to be stable in my own
home and find
employment

I hope for much better housing accommodations for people especially for the
young ones. And my ambition is to one day be able to have my own business
which I can be able to help people with enough jobs opportunities

To live in my own flat Get my own house to be successful Doing the best i can

I would like to get into
film production

Good life and stay in my
own house

to make a small change
in the world

My daughter to live a
good life.

Have more
independence - own
home and own car

To live on a yacht and
travel around – enough
cash to travel

Pass my education and
get into a good job be
money. Stable

Being financially stable
and learn how to be
loved properly

Get a full time job attend uni Get my business qua to go to uni and get job

own a gaming cafe No substance abuse good career Moving out

To be working and have
my own space

Get into property
development

to live abroad and travel
the world

To be able to have a
successful job in baking

To work and live on a
farm

Move out to a place of
my own, get a dog

To be financially stable
and to transition

working abroad,
travelling

Financially stable, house To have my own family My own house To find a job I love and
be the best mum I can


